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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a very fast Systolic Array for Matrix Product. Systolic Systems usually achieve high performance by allowing computations to be pipelined over a large array of processing elements. To achieve even higher performance the systolic array proposed in this paper utilizes a column broadcasting technique plus a second level of pipelining by allowing the processing elements themselves to be pipelined. This systolic array shows not only high performance, but also optimality in terms of area and time complexity by applying recursively the fitting rows method to reduce the I/O bandwidth and speedup the matrix product algorithm.
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1.- INTRODUCTION

The developments in microelectronics have revolutionized computer design. Integrated circuit technology has increased the number and complexity of components that can fit on a chip. As a result, this new technology makes it feasible to build low cost special devices to solve sophisticated problems. These devices are based on multiprocessor structures and in the use of parallel algorithms. For these reasons, our main interest is in designing parallel algorithms with simple and regular data flows and using pipelining as a general method for implementing these algorithms in hardware. The results are Systolic arrays, which is the name given by Kung [1] to a single and regular interconnection of processor elements which cooperate to carry on an especific task (matrix multiplication in this case). Pipelining a set of processor elements plus pipelining within each stage should lead to the best possible performance this is optimize area and time obtaining a great improvement with respect to previous work.

The first contribution to systolic system was made by Kung and Leiserson in 1978 [1], Suros and Montagne [2, 3] optimized the systolic networks proposed by Kung by fitting first diagonals and then fitting rows for reducing I/O bandwidth, lsern [7] and Montagne, Suros and lsern [4] obtained acceleration by the use of a systematic aligning method called row fitting which also reduce the area of the systolic array. Kung also proposed a two level pipelined systolic array [5] for an algorithm of multidimensional convolution.

Section 2 describes one level pipeline matrix-multiplication with regular structure and fitting rows, showing estimates of acceleration and Area. Section 3, describes the new proposed algorithm, the fitting rows model for a two levels piplined systolic array with broadcasting, and finally section 4 shows results and conclusions.

2.- MATRIX PRODUCT ON SYSTOLIC ALGORITHM:

Before describing systolic arrays, some concepts are to be defined:

(1) Elemental processor: a processor that executes

\[ c = c + (a \times b) \]
(2) $T_S(n)$: Sequential execution time  
(3) $T_P(n)$: Parallel execution time  
(4) EPU: Efficiency of processor utilization  

$$EPU = \frac{T_S(n)}{T_P(n) \times P}$$

where $P$ is the number of processors and $0 \leq EPU \leq 1$

(5) Area: Number of processors in a systolic network  
(6) IPSP: Inner product step processor.

A well-known systolic array to compute an $n \times n$ band matrix-vector multiplication $AX = Y$ was originally reported elsewhere [8]. Figure 1 and 2 depict this organization for a band matrix and the first seven steps of the algorithm.
For the case of matrix multiplication it is easy to see that the matrix product $C = (c_{ij})$ of $A = (a_{ij})$ and $B = (b_{ij})$ can be computed by the following recurrences.

$$c_{ij}(1) = 0,$$
$$c_{ij}(k+1) = c_{ij}(k) + a_{ik}b_{kj},$$
$$c_{ij} = c_{ij}(n+1)$$

This recurrences can be evaluated by pipelining the $a_{ij}$, $b_{ij}$ and $c_{ij}$ through a systolic array having $w_1$, $w_2$ (bandwidth of $A$ and $B$ respectively) Hex-connected IPSP or through a systolic array having $W.N$ (N×N matrix) orthogonally-connected IPSP (see figure 3). The latter will be the one used all along this work, this one is an extension of Leiserson/Kung matrix-vector multiplication algorithm for $N$ vectors.
Let \( A = (a_{ij}) \) be a \( nxn \) matrix with bandwidth \( w = 2n-1 \) and \( X \) a \( n \) elements vector. It is readily seen that after \( w \) units of time (filling time FT) the results of the product \( Y = Ax \) start shifting out from the left-end processor at the rate of one output every two time units. Therefore, using our network all the \( n \) components of \( Y \) can be computed in \( 2n-1+w \) time units, which compared with the \( O(wn) \) time units needed for the sequential algorithm on a uniprocessor, is a great improvement.

Let see the formula:

a) Filling time \( FT = w = 2n-1 \)

b) Every two clock pulses (Figure 5) it is produced one result, therefore \( 2n \) cycles are necessary for the total vector

\[
\text{Computing Time} \quad CT = 2n - 1
\]

c) Execution Time \( T(n) = FT + CT \)

\[
= 4n - 2
\]

Area \( = w = 2n - 1 \)

Making an extension of the algorithm over a systolic network (adding rows), we obtain a network for multiply a matrix times several vectors, therefore an architecture for matrix product (orthogonally-connected, see figure 3).

The execution time for this model can be described in this way:

a) First Row filling time \( = 2n - 1 \)

b) First vector computing time: \( 2n - 1 \)

c) \( N-1 \) remaining vectors computing time: \( n-1 \)

\[
T_m (n) = 2n - 1 + 2n - 1 + n - 1 = 5n - 3
\]

\[
\text{Area}_m (n) = w \times n = (2n - 1)n = 2n^2 - n
\]

**Fitting Rows Method (FRM)**

Proposed by Suros and Montagne (SMM, Suros/Montagne Model) in 1987, describes how modifying the processor internal architecture \( a_{ij} \) stays for two IPSP cycles eliminating the every two clocks idle processor cycle. It is required one application of FRM on \( B \) matrix to keep dataflow consistency (see Figure 4).
Definition

Let $B = (b_{ij})$ a $n \times n$ Matrix, $f_1$ and $f_2$ two adjacents $n$ elements $B$ rows.

$$f_1 = (b_{i,1}, b_{i,2}, \ldots, b_{i,n})$$
$$f_2 = (b_{i+1,1}, b_{i+1,2}, \ldots, b_{i+1,n})$$

A row fitting is defined as:

$$f_\delta = f_1 \oplus f_2$$
$$f_\delta = (b_{i,1}, b_{i+1}, \ldots, b_{i,n}, b_{i+1,n})$$

where $\text{length}(f_\delta) = \text{Length}(f_1) + \text{Length}(f_2)$

Therefore every $n$ rows $B$ matrix can be transformed to $n/2$ rows $B$ matrix using FRM and the execution time of the systolic network using FRM is given by:

a) First row filling time: $2n-1$ (w)
b) First two vectors computing time: $2n$
c) $n/2 - 1$ remaining vectors computing

Time: $n/2 - 1$

$$T_M(n) = 2n - 1 + 2n + n/2 - 1$$

$\delta = 4.5 n - 2$
\[ \text{Area}_m(n) = \frac{\text{Area}_m(n)}{2} \]
\[ \delta = \frac{(2n^2-n)}{2} \]
\[ = n^2 - \frac{n}{2} \]

Applying recursively the FRM we reduce the I/O bandwidth to one, but with less speed up.

3. **TWO LEVEL PIPELINING PLUS FITTING ROWS METHOD (TLFRM)**

The two techniques to be described here will accelerate the matrix product with the same area of FRM or reducing it by applying recursively \( n \) times FRM [4].

The first model, consists in broadcasting the \( a_{ij} \) values to all IPSP in the same column of the systolic network at the same time, reducing the time for matrix multiplication to the time of matrix-vector multiplication [6] (see Figure 5)

\[ T_{mb}(n) = 4n - 2 \quad \text{(without FRM)} \]
Combining the latter technique with FRM we obtain, a lot faster matrix product than with LKM (Leiserson/Kung Model) or FRM, using a smaller area, therefore better EPU is achieved.

The second method uses a second level of pipelining inside each IPSP, consisting of a two four-stages floating point operators, one for floating point addition and the other one for floating point multiplication, therefore the real pipe length is:

\[
\text{LENGTH}_{2\text{pipe}}(n) = \text{w.8} \\
= (2n-1) \cdot 8 \\
= 16n - 8 \quad \text{Elements}
\]

This change generates some minors modifications to the IPSP owing to the operands synchronization of the add operator with the multiplication result (see Figure 6). In order to synchronize it is necessary to attach a four stages shift register. The systolic network general operation will be developed using FRM.

This model executing time is:

a) Filling Time: \( FT = w \)

\( = 2n - 1 \)

b) First two vectors computing time is equal to the corresponding time in the FRM divided by the length of the inner pipeline (eight in this study). This is:

\( CT = 2n/8 \)

c) The \( n/2 \) remaining rows computing time has two values depending on which is the chosen method, in the straight one (IMM, Isern/Montagne Model), the time is \( (n/2-1)/8 \) but combining with the broadcast technique (IMBM, Isern/Montagne Broadcast Model) this time is equal to zero.

\[
\begin{align*}
T_m^{2(n)} & = 2n-1 + 2n/8 + n/16 - 1/8 \\
\delta & = 2.31 n - 1.12 \\
T_m^{2b(n)} & = 2n-1 + 2n/8 \\
\delta & = 2.25n - 1
\end{align*}
\]
The systolic network area is equal to the one obtained by the FRM. It is possible to apply recursively the FRM reducing 50% of the precedent matrix on each application (IM2M, IM3M, Isern/Montagne Model with 2 and 3 fitting rows respectively). Combining FRM with two level pipelining method we obtain a very fast algorithm with the minimum processor area.

\[
\begin{align*}
T_{m_{22(n)}} & = 2n - 1 + 4n/8 + n/4.8 - 1/8 \\
\delta & = 2.53 n - 1.12 \\
\text{Area}_{m_{22(n)}} & = n^2/2 - n/4
\end{align*}
\]

TABLE 1 and 2 summarizes executing times for the studied methods, in contrast with von Neumann Model, VNM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>AREA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VNM</td>
<td>(n^3)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LKM</td>
<td>(5n - 3)</td>
<td>(2n^2 - n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMM</td>
<td>(4.5n - 2)</td>
<td>(n^2 - n/2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMM</td>
<td>(2.31n - 1.12)</td>
<td>(n^2 - n/2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMBM</td>
<td>(2.25n - 1)</td>
<td>(n^2 - n/4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM2M</td>
<td>(2.53 - 1.12)</td>
<td>(n^2/2 - n/4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

******************************************************************************

TABLE 1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>AREA</th>
<th>EPU</th>
<th>SPU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VNM</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LKM</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>13.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMM</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>15.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMM</td>
<td>17,36</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>29.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMBM</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>30.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM2M</td>
<td>19,12</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>26.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**TABLE 2 (n=8)**

Figure 7 show the executing time and figure 8 show the area.

![Graph showing the relationship between n and TIME](image)

**FIGURE 7**
4. **CONCLUSION:**

In conclusion, by the application of this method to any matrix we can halve the computation time in comparison with SMM, keeping the same area, furthermore it is possible to have the minimum area with the recursively FRM application [4] and still having a better time than the SMM.
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